Educational Articles
One of the most innovative products to enter the marketplace in many years, the
Tip-Up Bird Releaser is the perfect training tool for dogs of all levels. Silent in operation, it allows for a controlled training scenario and functions without the distractions of manual or remote bird launchers.
Simply place a bird (quail, pigeon or chuckar) under the Tip-Up Bird Releaser, and
bring your dog into the area and downwind of the bird. Now your training session
is underway.

Style & Staunchness

Developing staunchness on point is very important for many pointing breed
owners, one of the best training methods we’ve developed using this device that
promotes staunchness is the multiple Tip-Up Bird Releaser scenario. Most training
situations utilize a single bird to get the job done, however, placing two Tip-Ups in
the same general area produces more bird scent for the dog and allows for what
would appear to be a multiple bird flush. Once the dog has achieved point, walk
in and step on the farthest Tip-Up from the dog. The bird(s) will release and more
often than not your dog will lose style. As you’re walking back to the dog, step on
the closer Tip-Up and release the second “flush” of birds. Now your pup will always anticipate another release of birds beyond the initial
flush and keep his staunchness

Conserving Birds

Another training tip is to utilize one of our Game Bird Harnesses (Quail/Pigeon/Chukar) and a length of cord—approximately 20’ should
do—attaching the bird to the Tip-Up. Now when you release the bird, The Tip-Up becomes an anchor and allows for use of the same bird
over and over. This is a great way to conserve birds and works extremely well when using the same Tip-Up for multiple sessions. Be careful
though; depending upon the health and stamina of the birds being used, the number of sessions will vary before the bird tires.

No training partner to
hold your dog steady?
Your Third HandTM
can help! WS-5546

